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twisted into a fathom's length of rope carefully plaited from
end to end. With this I ded his feet together, and since he was far
too big for me to carry on one shoulder and steady with a single
hand, I slung the great beast round my neck, and using my spear
as a staff I set off for my ship. When I reached it, I threw the stag
down by the hull, made the round of all my men, and roused
them with the cheerful news.
( "My friends," I said,"we may be miserable, but we are not
going down below just yet, not till our time has come. Up you
get, and while there's food and drink on board, let us have some-
thing to eat instead of dying here of starvation."
'This was a hint they took readily enough. All heads were at
once unmuffled, and there on the desolate sea-beach they saw
the stag. They had good reason to stare; for he really was a
monster. When they had feasted their eyes on the sight they
washed their hands and prepared a glorious meal. So the whole
day long till sundown we sat and banqueted on our rich supply
of meat washed down by mellow wine. When the sun set and
darkness fell, we lay down for sleep on the sea-shore. But as soon
as Dawn had flecked the sky with red, I gathered my men round
me and made them a speech.
* "My friends," I said, "East and West mean nothing to us
here. Where the Sun is rising from when he comes to light the
world, and where he is sinking, we do not know. So the sooner
we decide on a sensible plan the better - if one can still be found
(which I doubt). For when I climbed a crag to reconnoitre I
found that this is an island, and for the most part low-lying, as
all round it in a ring I saw the sea stretching away to the horizon.
What I did catch sight of, right in the middle, through dense
oak-scrub and forest, was a wisp of smoke."
'When they heard my report they broke down completely.
They could not help remembering what Andphates the Laestry-
gonian had done, and the unbridled savagery of the man-eating
Cyclops. They burst into sobs and the tears streamed down their
cheeks. But they might have spared themselves their lamenta-
tions for all the good they did.

